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data and characteristics in order to obtain integral manifolds (solutions) generated by means of 
characteristics. In this direction it is shown that to any PDE we can associate a “dual” equation 
having the same characteristics. These equations can be related by means of a sort of Bicklund 
transformation. Furthermore, a criterion that relates characteristics and integral cobordism (or 
quantum cobordism [14,15, 16,17,18, 19,201) ’ g 1s iven. Also a relation between quantum cobor- 
dism in non-linear PDE’s and Green’s functions is given. 
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Introduction 
In the framework of the modern geometric theory of PDE’s it is profitable to revisit 
the old concept of characteristics of PDE’s, and relate it to the theory of singular solu- 
tions. Really, characteristics arise in a natural way from the ideal of differential forms 
generated by Cartan distribution associated to a PDE. The characteristics-distribution 
can be identified with the part of the Cartan distribution that is contained in the sym- 
metry of the Cartan ideal. Another way to characterize characteristics-distribution is 
as degeneration subspace of the so called metasymplectic structure of Cartan distribu- 
tion. This allows us to reconduce the characterization of Cauchy problem in singular 
cases to the study of such spaces of degeneration. In particular, a singularity such that 
the corresponding integral plane is nondegenerate will be called frozen. These points 
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are “bad” from the point of view of the solutions of the Cauchy problem. In fact, at 
these points the Cauchy problem has no smooth solution. 
The study of characteristics in such a general sense, is useful in order to characterize 
the so called integral cobordism. This is, roughly speaking, the restriction of the usual 
cobordism to integral manifolds of PDE’s. This type of cobordism is strictly related to 
the quantum cobordism. The latter has been introduced by A. Prastaro in order to give 
a geometric description of quantum phenomena, like tunneling effects, starting from the 
geometric structure of PDE’s defining physical theories [13,14,15,16,17,18,20]. In this 
paper we characterize integral cobordism from the degeneration point of view of PDE’s. 
We show that for any integral admissible manifold there exists a degenerate PDE con- 
taining such manifold as a solution. Furthermore, we prove that quantum cobordism is 
related to generalized Green’s functions. These arise from (non-linear) PDE’s by means 
of a process of deformation, first introduced in refs. [17,20]. Then, taking into account 
the relation, given in this paper, between integral cobordism and characteristics, we 
also get a very interesting linking between characteristics and Green’s functions. 
Our opinion is that these results are interesting both for a good description of so- 
lutions producing change of topology between related hypersurface Cauchy data and 
for a better understanding of the so called phenomenon of quantization of PDE’s that, 
recently, has been well related to this geometric approach of the theory of PDE’s (see 
refs. [14,15,16,17,18,20]). 
I. Jet spaces and differential equations 
Let M be a smooth manifold, dim M = n + m. For any submanifold N c M, 
dim N = n, we denote by [N]; a k-jet of N at the point a E N. Let Jk(M)a be the 
space of k-jets [N]: of submanifolds passing through the point a E M and having fixed 
dimension n. Denote by J,k(M) = l_l a MJt(M)a f, the space of all k-jets of submanifolds 
lying in M. Reduction of k-jets [Nla to s-jet [N]:, if k 2 s, generates projections 
rk,s : J,(M) + J;(M). The bundles Tk,k-1 : J:(M) --f J’“-‘(M) are affine for 
k 2 2 [3,4,7,8,9,11,22]. H ere fibres F(ak-.i ) over a point aknr E [N]t-’ are affine 
spaces with associated vector space Sk(T,“N) @ v,, where u, = T,M/T,N is a normal 
space. When k = 1, the bundle ~r,u : J:(M) --f h4 is a Grassmannian bundle. The 
fibre F(a) = JA(A4)a is the Grassmannian of all n-dimensional subspaces lying in the 
tangent space T,M : J:(M), = Grn(TaM). If the manifold A4 is the total space of 
some smooth bundle cr : E(a) = M -+ B then we denote by J”(M) the manifold 
of all k-jets of the local sections of the bundle Q. There is an obvious embedding 
J”(M) c J,(M), h w ere n = dim B, m = dim cr. Projections 7rk,S define morphisms 
(Yk,S : J”(M) + J”(M). We denote also by ok : J”(M) + B the natural projections 
ok = cr o ?rk,u. The fibres of bundles ok,k-r : J”(M) + J”-‘(M) are affine for k > 1. 
Here fibres F(bk_1) are over the point b&r = [hIi_’ where we denoted by [h]t-’ the 
(k - l)-jet of local sections h : B -+ A4 at the point b E B, is an affine space with 
associated vector space S”(T,*B) @ wT,M, where wT,M C T,M, a = h(b) E M, is 
the vertical tangent space at the point a E M, with respect to the projection (Y : 
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M -+ B. The set of k-derivatives D”h(b) f o sections h of CX, with b E B, defines a 
manifold J@(M) diffeomorphic to J”(M) [la]. Any submanifold N c A4, dimN = 
n, defines an embedding jk : N C J,(M), jk(a) = [N];, Vu E N. We will call 
N(‘) E jk(N) C J:(M) the k-jet extension of N. Similarly, any lOCal section h : 
B + M of the bundle (Y defines a local section jk(h) : B + J!(M), jk(h)(b) = 
[h];, Vb E B of the bundle ok, that we will call k-jet of the section h. A system 
of differential equations (PDE) of the kth order, given on submanifolds of M (fixed 
dimension n) is defined to be a smooth submanifold Ek C J!(M). A (regular) solution 
of such a PDE is a smooth submanifold N C A4 such that IV(“) C Ek. Respectively, a 
PDE of the kth order given on (local) sections of bundle o is defined to be a smooth 
submanifold of EI, C J”(M) C J:(M). A ( g 1 ) re u ur so u 1 t ion of such a system is a local 
section h : B --f M, such that jk(h)(B) C Ek. The prolongation of order 2 of a PDE 
Ek c J;(M) is the subset El;‘) c J!+‘(M) defined by those elements [iv]!+‘, the k- 
jet extension, IV(“), of which are tangent to submanifolds of Ek at the point [N]! f 
Uk E Ek with order > 1 : Et) C JA(Ek) C J:+‘(h.f). A PDE Ek C J;(M) is called 
formally integrable if for all 1 > 0 the prolongations Ef) are smooth submanifolds and 
(1+1) the projections Ak+l+l,k+l : E, + Ef), rk,o : El, + M are smooth bundles. A symbol 
of the PDE Ek C J:(M) at the point Uk = [N]: E Ek is defined to be the following 
subspace: S(ak) f Tak(&) I-I Tak(Fak+)), w h ere Q-1 = ?rk,k-l(Q). Using the affine 
structure on the fibre F,,_, (or description of tangent space to Grassmannian manifold 
(see below)), we can identify the symbol g(Q) with a subspace in S”(T,‘N) @ V, : 
g(ak) c S”(T,‘N) ‘8 v,. Suppose that all prolongations Et) are smooth manifolds, then 
their symbols at points Uk+l = [IV]!+’ are lth prolongations of the symbol g(Uk), hence 
g(‘)(ak+l) = g(‘)(ak) c S”+‘(T,*N) @ V,, and 6(g(‘)(ak+[) C C$‘-‘)(Uk) ‘@ T,*N, 1 = 
172 ,..‘, where by 6 : S’+‘(T,*N) @J va + Sk+‘-‘(T,*N) @ v, @ T,*N we denote S- 
Spencer operator. Therefore, at each point a!, E Ek the &Spencer complex 
0 - g(‘)(Uk) 5 g(‘-‘)(ak) @J T,‘N -% g(1-2)(Uk) @ A2(T,‘N) 
6 
’ - ‘“-9 +)(ak) @J A”(T,+N) i 0 
is defined. We denote by Hjti( &, Uk) the cohomologies of this complex at the term 
g”)(ak) @ A;(T,*N). They are called &Spencer cohomologies of PDE at the point Uk E 
Ek. If El, #,k(M) iS a 2-aCyCliC system (i.e., Hjj2(Ek, Uk) = 0, ‘dUk E &, vj 3 0), and 
rk+l,k : Ek --) Ek, rk,o : Ek + M, are smooth bundles, then Ek is formally integrable 
[3,4,7,8,9,11,22]. 
2. Cartan distribution and metasymplectic structures 
Let uk+l z [N]t+’ E Jk+‘(M)a. We denote by Lak+l the tangent space to N(“) 
at the point ak = n,k+,,&k+l) : L,,,, 
Tak(J,k(M)) be th 
= T,,(N(“)) c Tak(Jt(M)). Let c$(M)~~ c 
e subspace “generated” by all subspaces Lak+l, vak+l E F(Uk). We 
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will call Cartan distribution [4,7,8,9,10,11,22] the following distribution: 
&L(M) : ak H fi(M),k c Ta,(Jk(M>>, vak E J!(M). 
It follows from the construction of this distribution that the submanifolds N(‘“) c 
J:(M) (and only these) are integral manifolds of Cartan distribution projecting dif- 
feomorphically into M, i.e., diffeomorphic to some n-dimensional submanifold in M. 
The Cartan distribution on the manifold J”(M) is constructed in the same way. More- 
over, the embedding J”(M) c J:(M) carries the Cartan distribution on J,k(A4) 
Cartan distribution on J”(M). The definition of Cartan space Ek(M),k implies 
(rk,k-1)*(&:(M),,) = La,. F ur th ermore, we have the following identification: 
‘$M)q = (rk,k-I):*(&.). 
So, we can use (1) as an alternative definition of Cartan distribution. From (l), 
into 
that 
(1) 
and 
taking into account the affine structure on F(Uk), we can represent Cartan space in the 
following way: 
~~(Wah. = [Sk(wy c3 %I 63 &+1 
for any point ak+r E F(ak). Denote by &k the following mapping: 
(2) 
UJW)) 
(T&k-1)* 
~“k-lv~-lwN 
II 1 
r&~(W) A ~a,-, <J,“-‘ PWa, 
Then, we get &i(M),, = ker &,. The operators &., VUk E J:(M), can be considered 
as a vector-valued differential l-form 4”. More precisely, denote by uk a vector bundle 
over J,k(iW) having as fibre v:, at the point ak E J:(M) the following vector space: 
vk = ~a,_,(J?3W)/La,, ak 
Then, by definition 
4” : J;(M) + Al(J,k(M)) @ 
where ak-1 = ?rk,k-&k). 
v’, or 4” E sZ’(J,k(A4)) @ COO(V”). 
Any smooth section f of the dual bundle (v”)* defines a differential l-form 
Wf = (f,d”) E @(J:(M)), 
that we will call Cartan form. Therefore, Cartan distribution on the manifold J:(M) 
can be defined by the zeros of Cartan forms wf,V’f E C”“((Y”)*). To describe the tan- 
gent planes to any integral manifold of Cartan distribution we consider the restrictions 
of the differentials of Cartan forms to the Cartan spaces &k(M)ak. Let us fix an element 
Uk E J:(M) and let us define the following operator: 
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for any f E C”((Y”)*) and X,Y E &i(M),k. It is easy verified that for any function 
f E C”“((Y”)*) and X E C”(Jt(M);R) one has Rak(Xf) = A(uk)f Therefore, 
we get the following operator 
R 
ak 
: Uik + lP(&#q;,) 
which can be reduced [ 1 l] to the following one: 
flk : Sk-l(TaN) @ va* -+ li2(&f(hf);k). (3) 
The operator RI, will be called a metasymplectic structure on Car-tan spaces s!$(M)~~, 
v’al, E J;(M). If we define,’ now, two vector bundles r and u over J;(M) such that 
l- ak = T,N, vak = v,, we get from (3) an Sk-‘(r*) @ v-valued differential 2-form 
fl2,, E C”(A2(@(hrl);,) 6% Cco(sk-+,*) @ v,) 
on the Cartan distribution which also will be called metasymplectic. (See also 
the following references for alternative descriptions of this metasymplectic structure 
[7,8,9,10,19,22]). Using d ecomposition (2) one can calculate the value R,, for any 
pair of vectors X, 1’ E &L(M),, [ll]. Really, one has the following: 
%,Gwl, 02) = 0, vo,, e2 E sk-*CT*) 63 v 
‘;2,,(x)(x,y) = ‘, vx,y E &+I (4) 
%,J~)(wq = 0, x J w, 
where X E L,,,, -Z’,N, x E Skvl(~,) @ va*, 8 E Sk-*(~a*) @ v,, and ?rk+r,k(ak+r) = 
Uk E J:(M). Using these formulas one can describe the degeneration subspace of any 
exterior a-form Q2,, (A). 
Theorem 1. Let X E Sk-‘(7,) @ v,’ and let ker R,,(X) c &~(M),, be a degeneration 
szlbspuce at the exterior 2-form R,,(X) E CW(A2(E~(M);Ek), 
ker&,(X) = (0 E S’-‘(T~*) @ u, 1 SO E r,* @ gx} 
where gx is a symbol space of tensor X : gx = (y E Sk-l(ra* 
Remark. By using the definition of the 1-st prolongation 
then 
)@Kl I (h) = 01. 
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one can see that ker R,,(X) coincides with the first prolongation of gx : ker R,,(X) = 
!$’ 
We will say that vectors X, Y E E,k(M) ak are in involution if for all tensors X E 
P-1(7,) @ u,* one has ~,,(~)(X,Y) = 0. A subspace L c &k(iV& is called isotropic 
iff any two vectors X,Y E L are in involution. Then we say that L is a maximal 
isotropic subspace if L is not a proper subspace of any other isotropic space. Note 
that a tangent space to any integral manifold of Cartan distribution is isotropic. So 
the following theorem gives us a description of tangent spaces to maximal integral 
manifolds of Cartan distribution. 
For any subspace 5 C T,*N and ak+r G [N]:+’ E Jl+‘(M)a we denote by 
E(ak+l,z:) c fk(M),k a subspace which is spanned by vectors of the form X $19, 
where X E Ann Z c Lak+l -T,N, and 
t9 E Sk(S) @ v, c Sk(r,*) @ u,. 
Theorem 2 (4,22). Any maximal isotropic subspace E c Ck(M)ak has the form 
E(ak+l, s), for some subspace z C T,*N, where E = Ann(7rk,u)+(@, andak+l E F(ak). 
3. Distributions 
Let M be a smooth manifold and let 
2, : a E M I-+ ID, c T,M, Vu E M, 
be a q-dimensional distribution, i.e., dim V, = q, Vu E M. We denote by 9(V) the 
C”(M)- mo u e o a d 1 f 11 vector fields lying in this distribution and by 0l(V) the C”(M)- 
module of all differential l-forms vanishing on V: 
Q’(V) z {w E al(M) 1 X J w = 0, b’x E g(D)} 
Then 5@(V) and Qr(V) are locally finite free P’(M)-modules of dimension q and n -q 
respectively (in this paragraph n = dim M). Let y(V) c h(M) be the ideal of the 
exterior algebra d(M) generated by n’(V). If 01 , . . . ,w,_~ is a local basis of al(V) 
then 3(V) is (locally) generated by Cj /3j A wj, where @j E h(M). Moreover, for any 
exterior (graded) ideal 9 c R(M) we denote by 279 a distribution generated by 3: 
V.5, = {X E TJ4 1 X J ca, c ,a,}; 
(of course, we assumed that dim VD, = constant). Then, y(V,) 3 3 and Vg(n) = VD. 
Let 9 c Ai(M) b e a (graded) ideal. We will say that a vector field X E C”(TM) is 
a characteristic vector field of 9, iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) X E ~(‘09); 
(ii) X_rdYcJ? 
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We denote by Char(9) the set of all characteristic vector fields. Then Char(9) is 
a COO(M)-module, and if it is local free we obtain a distribution Char(9) on M, 
such that Char 3) = 9(Char(-a)). In the following we will assume that Char(9) is a 
distribution. 
Theorem 3 (E. Cartan). Char(9) is a completely integrable distribution. 
We will say that vector field X E C”(TM) is a symmetry of an ideal 9 c h(M) iff 
YxYC 9. 
We denote by Sym(9) the set of all symmetries of an ideal $7 
Theorem 4. Char(9) = Sym(9) n 9(273). 
Remark. The property of characteristic vector fields to be symmetry and to lie in 
the distribution gives us an useful approach to the construction of maximal integral 
manifolds of some ideal 9 C h(M). In fact, let N C M be a maximal integral manifold 
of (graded) ideal 9and let X E C”“(TM) b e a characteristic vector field of 9. Denote 
by & : A4 + A4 the l-parameter group of diffeomorphisms generated by X. Then, for 
any t E R we have &(N) = N. H ence, if we consider (dim N - 1)-dimensional manifold 
Nu c IV, such that X, 4 TJVu, Vu E No, then u,$~t(Nu) (locally) gives us an open 
domain in N containing Nn. 
Definition 1. Let us fix a point a E h/l and consider the mapping 
!-la : !-P(V) ---f A2(zg 
where, 
R,(w) = dw]V,, i.e., Q&)(X, Y) = do(X, Y), vx, x E 2),. 
As above (see Section 2) one can show that {Q,} defines a vector-valued 2-form: 
RZ, E c~(n2(27*)) @ C”(TM/D) 
which we will call metasymplectic structure on the distribution V. 
Theorem 5. A characteristic distribution Char(9) is a distribution of degeneration 
subspaces of metasymplectic structure, i.e., (Char(ca>), = ker(&),, Vu E M,if 3 = 
9~. Here, we denoted by ker(OD), the kernel of vector-valued 2-form: 
ker(flD), = n ker(R,(w)). 
wE0’ (D) 
4. Geometry of Grassmannians 
Let W be a vector space over R, dim W = n + m, and let Gr,(W) be the Grass- 
mannian of all n-dimensional subspaces of IV. There is a natural embedding (Plucker 
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mapping) Gr,( W) + P(A”(W)) given by L +-+ An(L), where L c W is a subspace, 
dim L = n, and A”(L) C An(W) is a line, i.e., a point of the projectivization in 
WWW [H ere by P(V) we denote the projective space of V, i.e., the set of all 
l-dimensional subspaces in the vector space V-projectiuization of V]. Using this em- 
bedding we can define linear objects on Gr,(W) such as lines, planes and so on. 
For example, a subset 1 c Gr,(W) is called straight line if its image by means of 
Plucker mapping is a projective line in P(A”(W)). Each straight line I, passing through 
point p E Gr,(W), can be identified with a pair (q, w), where q c p is a subspace 
codim, q = 1, and w E W is a vector such that w @ p, w 4 q. In fact, such a pair (q, w) 
defines a line 
(SXI + tw) A x2 A.. . AX, (1) 
where Xl,..., X, is a basis of p, and X2,. . .,X, is a basis of q, [s: t] E RF’*. 
Denote by S(p) C Gr,(W) th e cone of all straight lines passing through p E Gr,(W). 
[From the description it follozus that dim S(p) = m + n]. 
Definition 2. Any pair (w, X), w E W, X E IV”, defines the transformations 
AL,, : x H x + t(X,X)w, vx E w, t E 72, 
which we will call transvections. 
Remark. If n-plane p E Gr,(W) is such that w $ p, XI, # 0, then the family p(t) = 
AL,, is a straight line. Therefore, the tensors W @I x E (W/p) @I (W*/ Ann(p)), where 
ti=wmodp,X=XmodAnn(p),ul#O,X#O,g’ ive us a new representation of straight 
line p(t). So, with lines on Gr,(W) one can relate the following geometrical images: 
line = linear l-parameter set of n-planes p(tl,tz) E Gr,(W), t = [tl : t2] E RP, 
hawing (n - 1)-dimensional intersection: q = ntp(t) E Gr71-r(W). In other words, for 
any subspace Wo c W, dim Wu = n •l- 1, one has an embedding P(W$) c Gr,(W). 
Then a line on Gr,(W) is image of a projective line by means of such embedding. 
Using this analogy, one can define a co-line as an image of hyperplane in P(W$). 
Hence, a co-line is a set of n-planes, p E Gr,(W), which are lying such that in some 
subspace Wu c W, dim Wu = n + 1, and form an hyperplane, i.e. have l-dimensional 
intersection. Therefore, we can relate the following geometrical images: co-line = linear 
(n - l)-parameter set of n-planes p([tl, . . . ,t,J) E Gm(W), [tr : . . . : tn] E RI’“-*, 
having l-dimensional intersection. These definitions give us new description of lines 
and co-lines. Each line can be identified with pair (We, q), where dim Wo = n + 1, 
dim q = n - 1, q c WO, and co-line with pair (Wu, w), where w E Wu, w # 0. In this 
case we will denote by 1(Wo, q) the line, and by L(Wo, w) the co-line. Hence, we have: 
~(WO, q) = {P E Q,(W) 1 4 C P C WO), 
L(Wo, w) = {p E Gr,(W) ] Rw C p C WO}. 
Remark. Let b E W @ W be some nondegenerate tensor and let B : W* -+ W, 
B(w*) = w* J b, be the corresponding isomorphism. This isomorphism together with 
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the natural duality mapping 9 : Gr,(W) + Gr,(W*), where 9(p) = Ann(p), gives 
us a b-duality: 
GBb : Gr,(W) + Gr,(W), 
gbk’) = ~“WWnW. 
It is clear that for any line 1 = 1(Wu, q), one has gb(l) = l(q’, W,‘), where we denote 
by V’ = {w E W 1 b(w, V) = 0} the b-dual subspace for any subspace V. 
5. Dual equations and characteristics 
Let El c J:(M) b e a 1-st order DE. Then, J:(M)a = Gr,(T,M) for any point 
a E M, and 
identifies a subsets of Grassmannians. We suppose that rr,u : El + A4 is a smooth 
bundle, so all El(a), Va E M, are smooth submanifolds of Grassmannians. Note that 
the tangent plane 
coincides with the symbol of El at the point al E El. 
Definition 3. Any line 1 C Gm(TJ4) tangent to El(a) at the point al E El will be 
called a characteristic line: 
Remark. The line 1 defines also the pair @@A) (see above), where W E v,, x E T,‘N, 
if p = al = [N]:, W # 0, x # 0. Hence we can say that the tensor W @ x E V, @ T,“N is 
characteristic if 2ii @ X E g(al). 
Remark. This definition (in the main part) coincides with usual one, but we define 
not only characteristic covectors i, but also “kernel” vectors W. So we can give the 
following definition. 
Definition 4. A vector w E T,M, w # 0, will be called cocharacteristic at the point 
al E El if for some co-line L(W0, w) one has: L(Wo, w) I g(al). Let b E C”(T,M) 
be any a-tensor on the manifold M. Then, for any point a E M we have the following 
duality mapping: 
So we can give the following 
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Definition 5. We will call dual system of El C J;(M) the following one: 
E,b S 9b(El) c J;(M). 
Theorem 6. The system El and its dual system E,b have the same characteristics. 
Proposition 2. Let us consider a bundle (Y : M + B such thatfibres Mz G CY-‘(x) c 
M, x E B, are solutions of PDE El. Then at any point a E M, 
is a tangent plane to some solutions of Et. So, if T,(M,) rl @‘(T4(M,)) = 0, then 
l-jets of solutions of Ef give us connections in the bundle CY, and vice versa. 
Definition 6. We will say that a tensor field b is defined by El if the curvature tensor 
of this connection vanishes. 
Remark. Note, firstly, that this condition is a differential equation with respect to 
the tensor field b. The tensor b can be also considered as “Backlund transformation” 
between El and its dual equation E,. ’ Therefore, if tensor b is defined by El, then 
an m-parametric set of solutions of El gives us (via duality) an n-parametric set of 
solutions of the dual equation Ei. 
Definition 7. We will say that the pair (El, b) is a self-dual equation if b is defined 
by El and Et = El. 
Definition 8. 1) Let Ek C J,(M) b e a PDE of kth order, where k > 2. Then, a 
line 1 in Gr,(Ek(M),) will b e called integral line if (almost) all elements ak(t) E 1 are 
isotropic n-planes of metasymplectic structure without degeneration projected on L,, D 
We say that 1 is a characteristic line for PDE Ek at the point a E Ek if 1 is tangent to 
E/&k) = & n F&-r) at the point Uk E &, Or 1 C t&k). 
2) A co-line L on Gr,( Ei( M)a) will b e called integral co-line if (almost) all elements 
p E L are isotropic n-planes of metasymplectic structure without singularities projected 
on L,, . We say that L is a characteristic co-line or simply cocharacteristic, if L 3 g(ak). 
From (2.4) we obtain the following description of integral co-lines. 
Proposition 3. Let L = L(Wo, w) be such a co-line. Then, w = v(u”,+,) for some 
vector v E T,N and some element ai+l E F(ak). One can represent ahOSt any n-plane 
p E L as a regular plane: p = Lak+l for some element ak+l E F(Uk). Hence, using the 
afine structure on F(Q), one gets ak+l = ai 1 + 8 for some tensor 6 E g(‘)(ak). From 
(2.4) it follows that v J 60 = 0 hence B E S k+t(,) @ v,, where Z _= Ann(v) c T,*N. So, 
one gets that L cun be identified with (n-1)-d imensional subspace lying in S”+l (Z)@V~. 
Example. Let El c J:(M) b e an arbitrary system ODE and let b E T;(M) be a 
2-tensor. A vector field v on M is tangent to El if all trajectories of v are integral 
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curves of Er. Then the dual equation Ef c JA_.-l (44) can be defined in the following 
way: the differential l-form b, = b(v;) must define a completely integrable distribution 
on M. Hence the following equation 
b, A db, = 0 
for any vector field w tangent to Er is an equation for the tensor field b. So, b is defined 
by El iff equation (1) holds. In this case we can describe the dual equation in the 
following way: 
$’ = {[N]: E J:_,(M) 1 b, 1 T,N = 0, Vv tangent to El}. 
6. Characteristics of Cartan distribution and cocharacteristics 
Let Ek C J:(M) b e a PDE. We consider the restriction &k on El, of the Cartan 
distribution f,(M) and describe the characteristics of this distribution in the sense 
introduced in Section 3. 
For any point ak+l E [N]k+’ E Jk+’ (M)a and any vector v E T,N we denote by 
+c+1> E &+I a vector such that (rl,u)*(o(ak+r)) = U. 
Theorem 7. Let us assume that Ek C J:(M) is such that the following 
0) 
rk+l,k : Ek + Ek, rk,k-1 : Ek + J, “-‘(44) 
are smooth bundles, where E, (I) is the 1-st prolon ation of Ek. Then Char(fk)ak is the 
(4 set of such vectors v(Uk+l), w E T,N, ak+l E Ek , that satisfy 
vJSB=O (1) 
for any tensor 8 E g(Q) c S”(T,‘N) @ v,. 
Here Char(Zk)ak d enotes the characteristic vectors of the Cartan distribution &L at 
the point Uk E Ek. 
Proof. Let X E Char(&k)ak. Then by definition X E (&,k)ak and X E kerR,,(A), 
for any tensor A E Sk(T N) @ v,*. Using decomposition (&t)ak = g(Uk) $ L,o 
E E1’p, 
for 
some element ai+r we can represent the vector X in the following waF>;i = 
7 $ ~(a;+~). On the other hand, 
~~,(~(X~ 44+*)) = %(Y(Y, 44+*)) = (4 (57) 
for any vector w E T, N. Since, w J 67 = 0, for any vector w E T,N, one gets 7 = 0. 
Hence, X = ~(a~,,), for some vector v E T,N. Then we have 
%,(A)(X,@) = %,(~)(n(a;+r),~) = -(&v J 60) = 0, 
for any tensor X E Sk(TaN) @ v,‘, hence v A 68 = 0, for all 8 E g(Q). Cl 
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Definition 9. We will call a PDE Ek degenerate at the point Uk E Ek if there is a 
subspace z:(Q) C T,*N such that 
$(ak) C S”(z(ak>> ‘8 va (2) 
The subspace E(ak) will be called subspace of degeneration. 
Corollary 1. 1) Char(&i),, # 0 ifs E k is a degenerate PDE at the point ak E Ek. 
2) The subspuce 
s(Uk) = Ann(~k,o*(char(&,k)=~) 
is the subspace of degeneration of Ek at the point uk E Ek. 
3) A vector n(u”,+,) E (E2)ak is a characteristic vector of Curtun distribution ifl 
~(a~+~) is cochuructeristic vector of Ek, i.e., some integral co-line L(Wo, w) is chur- 
ucteristic. 
4) Let w E (Ek)a, be a characteristic vector of Ertun distribution at the point 
Uk E Ek, then 20 E LakS1, for some element uk+l E E, . 
Using Cartan theorem one has the following result. 
Theorem 8. L;“, Ek C Jk( M) b e a PDE such that the following conditions hold: 
(i) rk+l,k : Ek ---) Ekr rk,k--1 : Ek -+ Jn-l (AI) are smooth bundles; 
(ii) 2 : Uk H z(Q), yak E Ek, is a smooth vector bundle, where E(Q) is a space of 
degeneration of Ek at the point ak E Ek. Then Char(&$) is a CO”-distribution on Ek 
and the fibre Char(&k),, coincides with z(uk+l) for uny point ak+l E F(ak) II Ep), 
and solutions of Ek can be founded by the method of characteristics (see Section 3). 
7. Singularities of Cauchy data 
Definition 10. Any (n - 1)-dimensional integral manifold P C J:(M) of Cartan 
distribution will be called Cuuchy data. 
Remark. We consider the mapping Xk,k_r : P + J~k-‘(M) and denote by C(P) the 
set of singular points of this mapping. Moreover, we suppose that 
then 
Cl(P) z {ak E PI dim ker(7rk,k-r(P)*,,k = l} 
C(P) = u G(P). 
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Using Theorem 2 one can describe the tangent planes T+(P) if ok E Cl(P). 
Theorem 9. Let L C I,k(M)a,, Uk = [N]!, be un involutive subspace, and dim L = 
n - 1. Denote by E:(Q) C T,“N the following subspuce S C hn(Tk,o)*(L). Then L is 
determined by the following triple 
L = (ak+l, =, LO), 
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where 
ak+l E +k), Lo c s”(E) ‘8 V,, and Lo = ker(K+r)+,ak 1 L. 
Remark. In this description one has: dim Lo = 1, dim E = 1+ 1, if L is the tangent 
plane to the integral manifold P at the Cl-type singular point ak. 
Denote by Il(n- 1) the set of all (n-1)-dimensional involutive subspaces in &t(M),, 
of Q-type, i.e., with dim Lo = 2, and let fl(r~ - 1) be a total space of a bundle over 
Grl+r(T,‘N) with fibres Grl(S”(Z) @ va) at the point Z E Grl+r(T,*N). Then one has 
two bundles 
and 
where 
and 
p : fl(n - 1) 4 Gv+l(CN) 
+k+l ) ::, Lo) = (E, Lo), P(Z, Lo) = 5 
a-y&Lo) E p+‘(T;N) @ Va/Ta*N. Lo + Sk+‘(=) @ va, 
p-‘(Z) E Gr,(S”(Z) @ v=>~ 
Therefore, 
(1) dimIl(n - 1) = m [(;I;) - (“:“,J +!(,,,)I -5---_+n. 
Denote by xl “codimension” of Cl-singularity: 
~1 = dim lu(n - 1) - dim Il(n - 1) 
From (1) it follows that 
(2) x,=m[(‘:“)(l-$+l] +z2+1. 
For example, 
(3) x1 = 2, for all m, n, k. x2 = 6 - m(“$‘); 
for k = 1, one gets the following table: 
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Tab. 1. k = 1 Codimension of Cauchy data singularities. 
From this table it follows that in the general case 
dim Ii(n - 1) < dim le(n - 1) 
if 1 < 2. This observation can be interpreted in the following way. Let P be Cauchy 
data, and Uk E P be the point where the mapping Rk,k-1 : P --f .J,$-l (M) has a 
Thorn-Bordman singularity of Cl-type, 1 2 2, and Tak(P) E Il(n - 1) does not lie on 
the boundary of a regular cell le(n - 1). (For fundamental notions on Thorn-Bordman 
singularities see e.g. ref. [21], and the paper by Bordman [l]). Then, if dim Il(n - 1) > 
dim Iu(n - l), some neighborhood of the point ak consists wholly of singular points, 
that cannot be removed by small deformations. The solution of PDE with Cauchy 
data P is a n-dimensional integral manifold Q such that P c Q. Using the description 
of involutive subspaces and the following embedding Ta,(P) c Ta,(Q) at each point 
ok E P, we obtain 
1) Lo’ 3 Lo, 
2) 2’ C Z if Tak(Q) = (Uk+r,z’, Lo’) and Tak(P) = (Uk+l,Z, LO). But Lo C s"(Z)@ 
u, and Lo c LO’ c Sk(?)@ v,. Hence, LO must be the degenerate subspace in S”(E)@V, 
in the sense introduced in Section 6. 
Theorem 10. A manifold of Cauchy data P C J:(M) admits a smooth solution at 
the point ak E P (i.e. there is a n-dimensional integral manifold Q 3 P and Uk E Q if 
Lo = h’(Q,k-1 1 p)*,ak c Sk(=) @ v, 
is a degenerate subspace. 
Definition 11. We say that ok E ClP is a frozen singularity if Lo is nondegenerate 
subspace in S”(S) @ v,. 
Therefore we have the following. 
Theorem 11. There are no smooth n-dimensional integral manifolds containing 
Cauchy data and passing through frozen singularities. 
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8. Integral cobordism in PDE’s and Green’s functions 
Let R c J:(M) b e an integral manifold, dim R = p, p < n - 1. We denote by 
CR c R the set of all singular points of the mapping 1Tk,u : R + M, and 
Cl(R) G {uk E R 1 dim ker(7rk,olR)t,ak = I}. 
Let LO(Q) c Tak(R) b e a kernel of this mapping, then 
(1) L&k) c S”(s:(ak)) ‘8 ~‘CX 
for some subspace S(Uk) C L(ak)*. We will consider only the minimal subspace s(Uk) 
with the property (1). 
Definition 12. 1) An integral manifold R C J:(M) will be called admissib2e if the 
following properties hold: 
(i) CR c R has no open subsets and has no frozen singularities; 
(ii) There is a vector bundle w : W -+ R such that the fibres W(Q) 1 s(Uk), for any 
point uk E R, and W(Q) C Lab*, dim W(Uk) 6 1; 
(iii) The family LO : al, E LO + Lo(@) over CR can be prolonged to some subbundle 
Lo c W@v. 
2) Let R;, i = 1,2, be two admissible integral manifolds of the same dimension p. 
We say that RI and R2 are integral cobordunt (notation: RI - R2) if there exists an 
admissible (p + 1)-d imensional integral manifold R, such that dR = R~tiRz; (here ti 
denotes “disjoint union”). The integral cobordant class [RI] of the admissible integral 
manifold RI will be culled (admissible) integral cobordism. 
Remark. As in the case of usual differentiable manifolds, the set of all p-dimensional 
cobordant classes is an abelian group with respect to the operation of disjoint union. 
We denote this group by R;,,(M). 
Theorem 12 ([7,8,9,10,19,20]). Zf[Rl] = 0 th en all p-dimensional integral churuc- 
teristic classes on RI are trivial. 
The following theorem gives some method of constructing integral cobordism. 
Theorem 13. For any admissible integral manifold R c J:(M), dim R = p < n - 1, 
there exists a degenerate PDE Ek C J,(M) such that R C Ek. 
Proof. We denote by 6 : k%’ + J;(M) the prolongation of a vector bundle w : W + R 
such that ma, 1 E(ek), for all points Uk E R, and dim w,, < 1, for all points Uk E 
J;(M). Then the subspaces ma, @ V, C Tak(F( ak+l)) define the distribution w @I v 
on J;(M). Using the affine structure on the bundle ?rk,,&_l : J:(M) -+ J”-‘(M), we 
prove that 1?1 @ v is a completely integrable distribution. Let HI,. . . , HNnbe integrals 
of this distribution. Suppose that HI,. . . , HP are independent on R, and 
(1) Hi = F;(Hl,..., Hp), i=p+l,..., N 
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on the manifold R. Then, equations (1) define a submanifold El, C J!(M); El, is a 
degenerate PDE and R c El, by construction. 0 
Theorem 14 ([17,20]). Let K : C”(E) -+ C*(F) be a k-order linear differential 
operator. Let Ek 3 kerf K c JD”(E) b e an afine equation, where f E C”(F). 
Suppose that R C JD ‘+‘(E) is a n-dimensional integral manifold such that nk+s 1 R : 
R ---f M is a proper map, and u~(~+~)(R) = 0, where ol(‘+“)(R) is the Stiejel- Whitney 
characteristic class of R. Then, we can associate to R a distribution F[R] on E, 
F[R] E Cr(E’)‘, E’ = E* @ AZM. Then F[R] is a distribution-solution of Ek ifs R 
is a multivalued solution. Furthermore, the distribution-solution of Ek can be written 
as follows: v = Gf, where G is the Green’s kernel of K, that is G is the distributive 
kernel G E Cr( E’ E4 F)’ !? C,“(E [xl F’)’ such that (I; @ l)(G) = (1 @ f%-)(G) = Z?,, 
being K the distributional extension of K, and Z? E Cr(F q F’)’ the Dirac kernel of 
F, i.e., 
Qf @ 4 = J,(f,o), Vf E C,“(F), o E C,“(F’). 
The following important theorem relates singular solutions of affine PDE’s with dis- 
tributive kernels. 
Theorem 15. Any singular solution R of an afine PDE Ek = kerj K C JD”(E), 
that satisfies some boundary conditions, i.e., dR = RI irR2 coincides with some fixed 
hypersurjaces Cauchy data RI and Rz, and such that: (i) Irk+,lR : R -+ M is a proper 
map, and (ii) wr @+“)(R) = 0, ‘d t$ z en 2 es a distributive kernel G[R] E Cr( E’ Ix1 F’)‘. 
Proof. Let F[R] be the distribution associated to R by means of above theorem. Then, 
G[R] E C,-(E’ [XI F’)’ is defined by the following: G[R](o @ 4) = FIR](Q) s,(4, f). 
q 
Definition 13. 1) We call G[R] the generalized Green kernel of the singular solution 
R C Ek+s satisfying the boundary condition dR = RlljRz. 
2) In particular, if R is the singular solution corresponding to the Green kernel G 
of K, i.e., F[R] = Gj, th en the corresponding generalized Green kernel is defined by 
In this case, we call R Green singular solution of the boundary value problem 8R = 
RliJR2. 
Theorem 16 ([16,17,18,20]). Let Ek = ker, K C JD’“(W) be a PDE obtained as 
the kernel of a k-order diflerential operator K : JD”(W) + K, with respect to a C”- 
section x : M + K of the fiber bundle r : K --f M. Then for any section s E C”(W), 
solution of Ek, and j[x] = 82, being 2 a deformation of x, we can associate to Ek an 
afine differential equation 
Ek[S] = kerjlXl[s] C JD”(s*vTW), 
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where 
J[s] : Cys*wTW) -+ c=yX*VTK) 
is a linear map. 
Definition 14. 1) We call Ek[s] Jacobi equation of Ek at the solution s. 
2) We call propagator of Ek at the section s the propagator of Ek[S]. 
The following theorem relates the quantum cobordism [13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20] 
with propagators. 
Theorem 17. Let us assume that Ek - kerj K C JD”(E) is a PDE as given in above 
theorem. Then, the propagator G[s] identifies a quantum cobord R C fl(Ek), such that 
if G[s] satisfies the boundary conditions Rli)Rz, then dR = Rli)Rz. 
Proof. One has a canonical embedding Ek[s] C JD’“(W). So Ek[S] can be considered 
also a PDE of order Ic on the fiber bundle K : W + M. 
In fact, taking into account the following commutative diagram: 
Ek[s] c JD”(s*vTW) = (D”s)*vTJD”(W) - vTJD”(W) 
I I 1 1 
M = M = A4 
Dks, 
JDk(W) 
we can see that JD”(s*vTW) can be identified with an open subset of JD”(W) (i.e., 
JD”(s*vTW) is the vector fiber neighbourhood of D”s(A4) c JD”(s*vTW)). As a 
consequence, Ek[S] can be identified with a subbundle of JDk(W), hence with a b- 
order PDE on the fiber bundle 7r : W + M. Furthermore, we can also get a stronger 
result. Really, Ek[ ] s can be identified also with a subbundle of Ek. In fact, Ek[S] is 
an affine equation, that is an affine bundle over M, with associated vector bundle the 
linearized equation of Ek : (D"s)*vTEk C (D”s)*vTJD”(W) S JD”(s*vTW). One 
has the following natural fiber bundle morphism over M: 
Ek[s] X,j@'s)*vTEk - &[s] 
1. I 
A4 = h4 
As a consequence, with respect to a global regular section (solution) of Ek[s], one 
has the identification of Ek[s] with (D”s)*vTEk. Then, we can identify, even if not 
canonically, Ek[s] with a submanifold of Ek. This means that any Cauchy hypersurface 
data for Ek[s] can be identified with a Cauchy hypersurface data for Ek. Then, if 
R C Ek+h[S] is the singular solution of Ek[s] identified by means of the propagator 
G[s], one has that R can be identified with an integral manifold of JDk+h(W) too. 
Moreover, if RlljRz c JDk+h(s*vTW) are the boundary conditions for G[s], then 
dR = RltiRz, where RI and R2 can be identified with Cauchy hypersurface data for 
Ek+h[S]. Hence, R is a quantum cobord cobording just RI and Rx. Cl 
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